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Erratum 
Volume 5, No. 1 (1975), in the article “A Vector Multivariate Hazard Rate,” 
by N. L. Johnson and Samuel Kotz, pp. 53-66, p. 61, line 2 from botton should 
read “A,(x,)” instead of “AI(~ 
Page 61, line 1 from bottom should read “Aa( instead of “Aa(x 
Page 62, first two lines should read “Putting x1 = 0 gives A,(x,) = --x,f(O) + 
A,(O), so A,(xs) must be a linear function of x, . Similarly, Aa must be a 
linear function of x, .” 
The argument presented in the last paragraph on p. 61 and the first paragraph 
on p, 62 is not really needed, since, as log G,(x) must be a linear form in each 
of Xl , x, seperately, it must be a bilinear form in x1 and x2 . The argument 
generalizes straightforwardly to m variates, leading to a natural multivariate 
form of Gumbel’s distribution. 
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